
Cameron Ford Canine Cognition Seminar   on  May 21-23, 2021  

Camerons Bio is listed on  www.robinforddogtraining.com 

Location : Ford Arena   12706 County rd 10-3.   Delta, OH  43515 
    To be held in a large  pole building where social distancing should be  easy. A 
few weeks before we’ll send out updated COVID info and final details on the 
seminar as far as a waiver , parking , check in ect….

    If for some reason COVID comes into play and we need to cancel we will 
choose another date later in the year to have it, fingers crossed it’s a non issue.


Handler  : _______________________________Cell :_______________________


Dogs Name and Breed : ______________________________ Age: ___________


Address ; ____________________________________________________________


Payment can be made by :        Check             Pay Pal           VENMO

Please include any electronic fees If choosing to use one of them. 

You will be required to send payment within 2 days of being notified you 
have a working spot. Auditors can send payment now . 

Audit spot   all 3 days = $180.00

                               2 days = $140.00

                               1   day = $100.00    


Wait lists will be formed if you don’t get a working spot, If you have an audit 
spot and would like a working spot  let me know here : 


Would like a working spot on : ________________________________________


Saturday and Sunday , Working and Friday Audit = $350.00

You must attend Friday to work on Saturday and Sunday 


If you cancel a working spot before May 1st you will get a refund minus 
$25.00 if your spot can be filled with someone off the wait list. 


Private Lessons  May 20th  = $ 115.00/ hour  ___________________

or 2 people can share a lesson =  $60.00 each  ___________ & _________


You will pay for lesson once notified you have a spot 


Seminar Outline listed below  



Canine Cognition Testing: This class is based on the research 
Cameron Ford has conducted with Duke University.  This class is for 
everyone, if you are a professional looking to enhance how you select 
dogs or a Nose/Scent work handler and trainer learning cognition 
testing enhances your knowledge about the dog in front of you.   


These Cognition tests (Brain Games) help you learn crucial 
information such as, is you dog strong in memory, is the dog a 
problem solver, how quick does it make inferences? Additional things 
these tests show are, does the dog easy follow gestural 
communication and what is your dogs laterality. If you are a Law 
Enforcement Agency or Security Firm, these tests help you select a 
better more trainable dog. In conjunction with the normal K9 selection 
and evaluation steps agencies use, adding these K9 Brain games to 
your evaluation raises the percentage of dogs successfully picked to 
be working K9’s. Using these tests have proven to increase selection 
percentages of the right dogs for your program and it has also proven 
to reduce training time needed to get dogs ready and on the road. 


If you do Nose/Scent work, the information from these games help 
you understand your dog better and how to set up training sessions 
that get the most out of your dog.  Just knowing if your dog is right or 
left brain dominant can make a big difference on how you search an 
area.


Day 1 is the students learning the how and why to the testing , 
students will have work sheets with their dogs info to fill out


Day 1  is 1/2 classroom and second half of the day students 
practicing conducting the tests but no dogs being tested. 
Students must be good at doing tests before we have them do 
them with dogs.


Day 2 all working students conduct the series of Inference 
testing with dogs


Day 3 all working students conduct Memory tests with dogs.  
Also unsolvable game with dogs




Best ages for this seminar is 9 months and up


Camerons Bio is listed on  www.robinforddogtraining.com email with any 
other questions. 

Thanks Robin Ford  

http://www.robinforddogtraining.com

